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Executive Summary 
 

This guide sets out how to conduct a Systems and Dependency Analysis (SDA) in small to medium 

local public administrations (LPA’s) and small to medium sized enterprises (SME’s). It sets out in 

easily understandable terms, how to organise and run SDA workshops, create “Rich Pictures” (RP’s)/ 

CATWOE analysis, and how to use those to analyse your organisation’s systems and networks in the 

context of cybersecurity monitoring and awareness. The approach used to model the information 

emerging from the analysis is explained, as is how to create a dependency graph. 

We have included as examples of the approach, parts of the SDA produced by the municipality of 

Larissa’s employees in the context of the CS-AWARE project. They show their way of representing 

their City’s systems.  

Our conclusion is that it is entirely realistic to expect that small to medium sized LPA’s and other 

small to medium sized organizations, using this guide, will be able to undertake their own SDA. We 

are confident that excellent and reliable results can be obtained by applying these guidelines through 

identifying key mission-critical systems and the interdependencies between them. By doing so, 

appropriate points in the network will be identified where traffic can be monitored and anomalous 

events detected in the context of CS-AWARE cybersecurity awareness monitoring. 

While we are confident that small and medium sized LPA’s and organisations will be capable of 

using these guidelines successfully to conduct their own SDA, our experience both from this project 

and other instances where the authors have used the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM), is that the 

complexity of large organisations means that large LPA’s will need assistance and input from 

experienced analysts to conduct a successful SDA. 

1 Introduction 
 

This guide to systems dependency analysis (SDA) is aimed at smaller local public administrations 

(LPA’s) and small to medium sized enterprises (SME’s). It is designed to help those LPA’s and 

SME’s who do not have sufficient resources to enable them to employ an analyst(s) or consultant(s) 

to assist them in conducting a systems dependency analysis of their networks and systems. This guide 

is intended to provide straight-forward steps that may be followed by those who use it to conduct an 

SDA. The presented approach is based on the Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) by Peter Checkland, 

with the core idea that the users of an organization’s systems use SSM to help them express and give 

an account of, their (often tacit) knowledge in dedicated workshops. These workshops should include 

participants from all levels of the organization (e.g. managers, technicians, administrators, users, …). 

The context of the SSM and how to organize and conduct workshops for SSM analysis is presented 

in Section 2. 

The goal of the system and dependency analysis is to be able to interface an organization’s system to 

the CS-AWARE technical solution for continuous cybersecurity monitoring and awareness. For this 

purpose, three main aspects need to be derived: 

 

• Assets, dependencies and monitoring points: Identify critical assets, the dependencies 

between those assets and potential monitoring points (log files) to surveil those assets. 

• Business processes and information flows: Identify critical business processes for the 

organization’s day to day operations, and the information flows that those processes produce 

through the organization’s systems (assets and dependencies). 

• Observable parameters and system behaviour: Identify how the system behaviour (and the 

boundaries between normal/abnormal behaviour) is reflected within the monitoring points 

(log files) and identify observable parameters in those files that capture this behaviour. 

 

 

The main outputs expected from this analysis are: 
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• An asset and dependency graph modelled in the GraphingWiki support tool: A 

structured representation of the asset and dependency analysis result. The GraphingWiki 

enables the representation of the results in a graphical form, and allows users to add context 

information to each identified asset. 

• A model of information flows in the system and dependency graph: CS-AWARE enables 

the information flows for each identified critical business process to be modelled within 

system and dependency graph. This can be captured via GraphingWiki. 

• Identification of observable parameters and the boundaries between normal and 

abnormal behaviour: The definition of CS-AWARE cybersecurity monitoring patterns 

requires the definition of observable parameters, as well as the boundaries between normal 

and abnormal behaviour observed at the identified monitoring points (log files). 

 

Section 3 describes how SSM can be utilized to derive the asset and dependency graph. Section 4 

describes how business processes and information flows can be derived, and Section 5 describes how 

to identify observable parameters in the identified monitoring points (log files) and the boundaries 

between normal and abnormal system behaviour captured by those parameters. Parts of sections three, 

four and five of this guide contain terms with which non-systems and IT admin users of the guide 

will be unfamiliar. Do not be worried about this, they will be easily understood by those of your 

colleagues who work in systems admin and IT roles in your organisation. 

2 Set-up and prerequisites 
2.1 Understanding of a socio-technical system – Systems Thinking 
 

The term “Socio-technical System” has its roots in Systems Theory. Systems Theory and Systems 

Thinking are simply a way of looking at some part of the world, by choosing to regard it as a system, 

using a framework of perspectives to understand its complexity and to undertake some process of 

change. The key concepts are holism - looking at things as a whole and not as isolated components 

and systemic - treating things as systems, using systems ideas and adopting a systems perspective.   

Systems can be divided into two broad types; “hard” systems and “soft” systems. Hard systems and 

hard systems thinking, is founded on mathematically-based systems analysis and systems 

engineering. It assumes that the world is comprised of systems that we can describe accurately and 

that these systems can be understood through rational analysis. It is based on the assumption that it is 

possible to identify a “technically optimal” engineering solution for any system. It assumes that we 

can then write software to create the “solution”.  

Hard systems thinking, assumes that there is a clear consensus as to the nature of the problem that is 

to be solved. However, it is unable to depict, understand, or make provisions for, unquantifiable 

variables, such as people, culture, politics and aesthetics. It also assumes that those commissioning 

the system have the ability and power to implement the system. The hard systems approach is very 

good for engineering physical or systems structures that require little or no continuing inputs from 

people, such as the design and construction of a suspension bridge, or automated process control in 

an oil refinery, or for control systems for robots used in manufacturing processes, etc. However, for 

the reasons we have set out above, the hard systems approach cannot analyse, depict, describe or 

design systems that rely upon inputs from, or interactions with, people. 

Systems that require human interaction are often referred to as “socio-technical systems” or “human 

activity systems”. Socio-technical systems are those systems whose operation, processes and outputs 

require some sort of sophisticated and continuing human intervention and interaction in order for the 

system to work. Any system that requires the input, manipulation or interpretation of data or 

information by a human is, by definition, a socio-technical system. 

Soft Systems are often very complicated, fuzzy, messy, ill-defined and are typified by unclear 

situations, differing viewpoints and unclear objectives, which include politics, emotion and social 

drama. This is the type of system domain for which a Soft Systems Design approach, developed by 
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Peter Checkland1 is highly appropriate and to which it should be applied – as is the case with the 

analysis and design of the cybersecurity awareness system which is the focus of the CS-AWARE 

project. 

Checkland’s Soft Systems Methodology has seven steps, which form the approach. However, it 

became apparent during the SDA carried out in the two pilot cities of the CS-AWARE project (Larissa 

and Rome), that only the first two stages of SSM were needed in order to begin to conduct an SDA. 

The first of these two stages involve creating “Rich Pictures” (RP’s). RP’s are a representation of the 

problem domain. They utilize “cartoon-style” techniques to portray a complex situation and 

concentrate on: 

 

• Structure - Key individuals, organisations etc. 

• Process - What could be or is happening 

• Climate - Pressures, attitudes, cultures, threats etc. 

 

There are no formal rules that need to be applied when drawing RP’s. Contributors to a picture are 

free to use any graphical or linguistic approach they choose to use in their picture(s). RP’s are a tool 

for understanding a problem situation whether it’s a system or not. They are a mixture of drawings, 

pictures, symbols and text. They represent a particular situation or issue and they are created from 

viewpoint(s) of the person or people who drew them. They can both record and evoke insight into a 

situation. RP’s are pictorial 'summaries' of a situation, embracing both the physical, conceptual and 

emotional aspects of a problem situation. There are no rules that apply to the drawing of rich pictures. 

There is no right or wrong way to construct a picture, it is entirely in the hands of the person, or the 

group people, who are drawing the picture. No artistic skill is required! 

The process of creating an RP is simple. The stakeholders taking part in the SDA, construct a 

diagrammatic representation of the problem domain. This RP depicts both the physical (logical) and 

the political social and cultural elements that they have identified in the problem situation that is being 

examined. The full participation of stakeholders at this stage of the method is essential, as they will 

have a far deeper understanding of the problem situation than will an external analyst or consultant. 

The RP attempts to capture and represent both the physical infrastructure and the processes, but also 

the relationships between the stakeholders. These are represented in the RP’s in order to gain an 

understanding and appreciation of the problem situation. The Rich Pictures should contain ‘hard’ 

information and factual data, as well as ‘soft’ information; subjective interpretations of situations, 

including aspects of conflict, emotions etc. The RP should give a holistic impression! Checkland used 

a mnemonic - “CATWOE” to check that all of the necessary components of a problem situation were 

represented in any a RP of that situation: 

 

Customers Those who benefit in some form from the system 

Actors The people involved  

Transformation The development of outputs from inputs  

Weltanschauung The ‘world view’ a holistic overview of both the transformation 

processes and the problem situation 

Owner  The person(s) with control 

Environmental constraints Physical boundaries, political, economic, ethical or legal issues 

 

As an example, the RP in Figure 1 depicts the respective check-in operations of two mythical 

competing airlines, Pacific Air and Atlantic Air. This RP is machine drawn for the sake of clarity,  

RP’s are usually hand drawn. 

                                                 
1 Checkland, P.B. Systems Thinking, Systems Practice, John Wiley & Sons Ltd. 1981, 1998. ISBN 0-471-98606-2 
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Figure 1: Rich picture example 

 

Pacific Air has a problem with their passenger check-in system. The check-in clerk’s terminal keeps 

malfunctioning and the clerk cannot check-in the passengers and their luggage. The customers are 

understandably disgruntled as are the check-in staff. Pacific Air’s management have a variety of 

views from the managing director understanding that they need a new system, the financial director 

is worried about where money will come from to pay for a new system, the IT manager is worried 

about whether they have the right staff with the right expertise and is concerned that that’s perhaps 

why the system keeps failing. The airport management are concerned about the security risk that the 

long queues at check-in creates, as none of the passengers have passed through security at that point. 

Atlantic Air meanwhile is delighted, because they hope to pick up more passengers as a result of 

Pacific Air’s failure. A “CATWOE” analysis of the RP in Fig.1 helps ensure that all of the necessary 

components of a problem situation captured in the RP: 

 

Customers The passengers 

Actors The airline staff 

Transformation Unchecked baggage become checked, passenger tickets 

supplemented with boarding cards 

Weltanschauung The efficacious effective and efficient operation of the Airport 

and the Airline (it works with minimum waste and meets the 

expectations of the passengers, the airline and the airport) 

Owner The Airline 

Environmental constraint Time, safety, security effectiveness (passengers and baggage 

departing to the same correct destination) 

 

The key aspect of the CATWOE in terms of the SDA is that of the “Transformation(s)” identified in 

the RP. The transformation(s) are a description of the systems and networks which have been captured 

in the RP. These descriptions are the key to unlocking an understanding of how an organisation’s 

networks and systems work and helps to enable the identification of key critical systems.  

 

Key critical systems are either: 

 

i) Those systems that are vital to the financial wellbeing of the organization.  
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ii) Those system which collect, process or transmit sensitive or personal data or information, 

or via which systems sensitive or personal data or information can be accessed. 

 

In addition to being used to check the completeness of an RP, CATWOE can also be used to help 

identify key features attributes, capabilities and vulnerabilities of a system, as is done in the context 

of the CS-AWARE SDA analysis. 

 

2.2 How to organize socio-technical analysis workshops 
 

If practicable, it is best to hold workshops in a location that is an “inconvenient” distance from the 

participants’ normal work locations. This is because it acts as a disincentive to those participants, 

some of whom might become distracted by the proximity of their own offices and their normal work. 

It is vital to ensure that all of the staffs involved in the workshops participate in the entire workshop. 

Having a fluid group of participants many of whom have not participated in each and every stage of 

the workshops will make it very difficult, if not impossible, to generate a good and detailed SDA. 

Having some extra rooms where small groups of people can work together is very useful, depending 

on the size of the group of participants. Large organisations are likely to have a greater number of 

participants in the workshops. Having spare rooms enables the same parts of the systems under 

examination to be depicted from different points of view. For example, the differing perspectives the 

technical staff and the users, or between different groups of users, of how things work can be very 

revealing! 

Having catering organised on the site of the workshop is also very desirable. It keeps the participants 

together and gives them further opportunity to discuss the areas being examined during the workshop. 

In terms of equipment, all that is needed is a good supply of flip charts and stands along with a 

network connection, a data projector and a projection screen or whiteboard. Keeping a photographic 

record of the RP’s along with a record of the order in which they were drawn is also useful, as is an 

audio recording of the discussions that take place where the participants have given their consent and 

it is practicable to do so. 

 

2.3 Who to invite to socio-technical analysis workshops 
 

There are several important considerations when organising a workshop. It is vital to ensure that a 

wide range of people from different parts of the organisation and with different roles in the 

organisation, participate in the workshops. In addition to the technical staff who run and maintain the 

systems and networks, there must also be people who use the system(s) in their day-to-day work – 

these people will have a different understanding of how the systems they use work, and they’ll know 

of any short-cuts that they may use in the procedures and they’ll know of any workarounds that may 

exist. The workshop should involve people from systems administration, management and most 

importantly the people who use and work with the systems on a daily basis. 

 

2.4 How to prepare participants of socio-technical analysis workshops 
 

Give everyone involved a copy of this guide in advance of the workshop(s). Ensure they understand 

that they need to commit to be present in workshop for its entire duration. When the stage is reached 

of creating RP’s of particular aspects of the top-level RP, you may be able to release people from the 

workshop who have no interaction with that particular aspect and who therefore may not be in a 

position to make any contribution to the discussion of the particular aspect under investigation. 

Similarly, if it comes to light that additional expertise is needed that had not been considered before, 

additional participants may be invited during the workshops. 

 

2.5 Number and Duration of Workshops 
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The number and duration of each workshop is driven by two prime issues: 

 

i) The number, complexity and size of your organisation’s applications, systems and networks and 

the complexity of the interrelationships between them. 

 

ii) The number of staff participating in each workshop and the extent to which the participants are 

both familiar with each other and with each other’s respective roles in the organisation.  

 

Generally, the larger the organisation and greater the size of the population, or client base being 

serviced by the organisation, the greater will be the complexity and size of its IT operations. Similarly, 

the larger the organisation, the higher will be number of personnel who need to participate in the 

workshops. As we’ve set out in Section 2.3, the workshop needs to have a range of participants that 

reflects the makeup both the users the technical/ systems admin functions and the management. 

In essence, the larger the organisation, the greater will be the number of workshops that need to be 

run in order to conduct the SDA and the higher will be the number of staffs who need to participate 

in them. In any case, expect a workshop duration of two to five work days for each of the three steps 

described in Sections 3, 4 and 5.  

3 Structural analysis – Understanding the socio-technical system in 

terms of assets and dependencies 
3.1 Gathering the information in system and dependency workshops 
 

The context of this stage of the analysis is to gain a holistic picture of the critical assets and their 

dependencies within an organization that are relevant for cybersecurity monitoring and awareness. 

These include (but are not limited to), the perspective of the user that interacts with those systems, 

the manager that oversees the systems operations, and the admins/technicians that ensure day-to-day 

operation of the systems. The concrete set-up of each organization will be highly dependent on 

organization, but following procedure should guide through a successful workshop: 

 

1. Start the workshop by giving a general overview of the context and purpose and the expected 

outcomes and results of the workshop. All participants should have received this guide before 

for pre-workshop preparation, but a general introductory session will ensure a common 

understanding. Reserve time for comments and questions. 

2. Ask the workshop participants to identify the most critical assets and/or assets related to the 

most critical business processes of the organization. While those will be highly dependent on 

the organizational context, a good starting point are assets related to: 

a. Financial systems of the organization 

b. Systems that relate to data that is managed by the organization, for both public sector 

and commercial organizations  

c. Systems that relate to services provided to a large customer base (citizen services in 

the public sector, commercial products in the private sector) 

Depending on the size of the group, divide the workshop into groups no larger than 5 for 

providing an initial list of critical assets. The groups should prepare their results in form of a 

rich picture and present it to the workshop participants. It is to be expected that the input and 

discussions in the larger group will provide additional viewpoints that substantiate the initial 

results. If necessary, repeat this step by shuffling the group participants until a consent among 

the participants about the most critical assets is found. 

3. At the next stage, the goal is to concentrate on the initial list of critical assets, and identify all 

the relevant elements and dependencies that are required by those assets to operate, from the 

interactions on the end user side, to the technical elements that process and store data. While 
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the concrete set-up highly depends on the organizational set-up, experience has shown the 

elements required to ensure service operation are usually part of: 

a.  the network infrastructure, 

b.  the application service infrastructure, 

c.  databases and 

d. security appliances  

4. Participants should work in groups no larger than 5 to create a high-level picture of their 

understanding of the organization’s assets, dependencies and interactions between the two. 

Groups should be formed that are expected to contain perspectives from different 

organizational levels. For large and complex organizational set-ups, it may be necessary in 

the first round, for the groups to work on different aspects or the systems (e.g. network, 

services, security, …). For low to medium complexity set-ups, each group can aim to develop 

a holistic understanding in the early phases. 

5. The results of the group discussion should be put to a rich picture on a flip chart, after which 

each group should present the results of their discussion to the other groups. At this stage it is 

to be expected that a lively discussion among the workshop participants will take place which 

will reveal the tacit knowledge and differing viewpoints by participants, which will facilitate 

the development of a holistic understanding of the system. After this exercise, the groups 

should be asked to develop and refine their understanding, and provide a more detailed 

overview, including the input from the first round of discussions. If necessary, re-order the 

groups based on outcomes of first round. Results should again produce a rich picture, which 

is presented to the analysts and other participants. This step should be repeated until a 

consensus among the workshop participants on the holistic understanding of the organizations 

systems and dependencies is agreed. 

6. As a last step for information collection related to the first stage of system and dependency 

analysis, potential monitoring points, data sources (log files) that allow continuous monitoring 

of previously specified assets, need to be identified. As in previous steps, it is to be expected 

that those sources will relate to elements on the network, service, database and security 

appliance level. Based on the previously achieved common understanding, it may be possible 

to discuss this aspect in the large group. However, it may be necessary to follow a similar 

process as before and divide the workshop into groups, each depicting the results on rich 

pictures and presenting the results of each group to all of the workshop participants. 

 

Once a consensus on the holistic understanding of the organizations asset and dependency set-up has 

been achieved and potential monitoring points are identified, the first stage of system and dependency 

analysis is concluded. It is important that, once the workshop results are modelled within the CS-

AWARE system according to Section 3.2, an additional workshop session including all participants 

is required to double-check the graph and amend missing information. This can be done in preparation 

for stage 2 of the workshop, or in the context of the first workshop session of stage 2. 

The input received from the participants of the SDA workshop and the results of the analysis are of 

course highly dependent on the organization that is being analysed. For example, Figure 2 depicts the 

results of a rich picture during an early iteration of the SDA analysis, and provides a rough sketch of 

the network and server infrastructure (in black) as well as the service and database set-up (in red) of 

a medium sized organization. Similarly, Figure 3 represents the results of a late stage SDA analysis 

within a large organization, depicting similar information containing the network, security appliance, 

service and database elements of the organization. The two examples illustrate that, while there are 

significant differences in organizational size as well as visualization style within the rich pictures, the 

information contained within the pictures with regards to identification of critical assets and 

dependencies is very similar. 
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Figure 2: Example of an early stage SDA analysis rich picture (medium sized organization) 
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Figure 3: Example of a late stage SDA analysis rich picture (large organization) 
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3.2 Modelling the information for CS-AWARE 
Once the workshop is concluded and a consensus has been reached between the workshop participants 

about the system and dependency set-up within the organization, the information depicted in the 

various rich pictures should now be structured within the CS-AWARE system, in the context of a 

system and dependency graph. Figure 4 shows an example of a graph representing a fabricated 

medium-sized city, representing critical services within the municipality (financial, human resources) 

and associated database storage for the critical data managed by those services. The required network 

and security appliance infrastructure that allows user interaction with those services is part of the 

model. 

Modelling the system and dependency graph for CS-AWARE is a straight-forward process. As can 

be seen in Figure 5, nodes that are added to the graph automatically receive a unique ID. Information 

that is required as user input are a “node name” as well as its dependencies to other elements in the 

graph (“connected from”, “connects to”). Additional information in the “description” field is not 

required, but is highly recommended in order to specify the context of the node within the systems 

set-up. Experience shows that a good description for most nodes can be directly derived from the 

input and discussions during the workshops. For nodes that do not have descriptions available, a good 

opportunity is to ask the relevant workshop participants to provide those descriptions during one of 

the follow-up sessions. The “node type” field can be used to specify a node shape based on a pre-

defined set of shapes in order to distinguish nodes that have the same context. This is only used for 

visual representation and therefore not required for CS-AWARE functionality. The additional fields 

seen in Figure 5, are not relevant at this point. The information is either CS-AWARE specific and 

does not require user input, or will be provided at a later stage in the process. 

 

 
Figure 4: CS-AWARE system and dependency graph 
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Figure 5: Add/Edit node in CS-AWARE system and dependency graph 

4 Business process and information flow analysis 
4.1 Gathering the information in system and dependency workshops 
 

While the objective of the first stage of the analysis is to understand the system in terms of assets and 

dependencies, the goal of this stage is to identify how day-to-day operations map to the asset and 

dependency graph in terms of information flows caused by relevant business processes. Following 

procedure should guide through a successful workshop: 

 

1. Start by reviewing the system/dependency graph from the first stage. If this has not been done 

in between the workshops, reserve time for reviewing the system and dependency graph and 

allow for modifications until a consensus is reached among the participants. 

2. Based on the critical systems/services identified in the first stage, give the participants some 

time to define business processes that are required to conduct day-to-day operations within 

those services. If deemed necessary, the participants can be asked to prepare for this task 

before the workshop. A template for this preparation can be found in Table 1, which should 

be adapted to the relevant organizational context. Depending on the number of participants, 

groups may be formed, with each group focusing on one of the identified critical 

systems/services. Make sure that multiple organizational viewpoints are present in each 

group. 

3. The resulting list of business processes should be visualized in form of a rich picture, and each 

group should present their results to the workshop participants. It is to be expected that the 

understanding of business processes will be complemented by the input/discussions within 

the group. If necessary, additional rounds of group work, followed by presentations of results 

should be conducted until a consensus is reached. Groups may be shuffled if necessary. Figure 

6 shows a rich picture that depicts the identified business processes for one service. 

4. Once a consensus is reached, the workshop can move on to define the business processes in 

detail. Experience has shown that the CATWOE method described in Section 2.1 is an 

excellent approach to analyse business processes.  

5. For each process identified, a CATWOE list should be produced. Depending on group size 

and number of processes to analyse, this can be either done with all workshop participants 

present, or in group work. The results should be presented as a rich picture and presented to 

the group. The process should be repeated until a consensus is reached for each business 

process CATWOE list. Figure 7 depicts an example for a CATWOE list of one business 

process. 
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6. As a result of the CATWOE analysis, the identification of the actors and data transformations, 

provides sufficient information to map the business process to the asset and dependency 

graph, by identifying the information flows resulting from the processes identified through 

the organizations systems. For each process, identify which assets are involved in conducting 

the process, from end-user interaction, to communication over network and from data 

processing by the back-end service to data storage. It may turn out that relevant assets were 

previously omitted in the system and dependency graph, which should be added and described 

according to the description of Section 3.2. Figure 8 depicts an example of an information 

flow modelled by CS-AWARE for one business process.  

7. A review of potential monitoring sources (log files) to observe system behaviour should be 

conducted, and it should be identified if additional monitoring sources come to light in the 

context of business process observation. 

 

Once a consent of the information flows per business process is found, the second step of 

SDA analysis is concluded. After the information flows are modelled within the CS-AWARE 

asset and dependency graph, they should be discussed with the workshop participants. This 

can be done in preparation for, or during the workshop sessions of the third stage. 

 
Table 1: Template for information about information systems in preparation of Step 2 

Unit 1 – General Description 

Organization Name  

Organization Unit  

Details  

Information systems – 

Applications 

(For example, but not limited to: Accounting and Financial Services, 

Payroll and HR Management, Technical Projects, Website) 

IT Infrastructure  Identify IT infrastructure relevant for information systems Identified 

above. Where relevant, base naming on the assets described in the 

system and dependency graph derived in Step 1. 

Description of Information Systems 1 

Information System 

Name 

e.g. Accounting and Finance 

Description of the 

Application / System 

What does this system do? How does it do it?  

End Users Who are they? What do they have to say about the application? 

Manufacturer  

Hosting Is the service internally hosted or is it hosted outside the organization? 

Interoperability Which systems are interoperable with this system? Where relevant, 

base naming on the assets described in the system and dependency 

graph derived in Step 1. 

Case of systems 

unavailability 

What are the consequences of systems outage?  

Description of Information Systems 2 

[…]  
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Figure 6: Example of identified business processes for one service 
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Figure 7: Example of CATWOE analysis for one business process 
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4.2 Modelling the information for CS-AWARE 
 

Once the analysis of business processes and identification of information flows is completed, the 

modelling of information flows for each business process within the CS-AWARE system and 

dependency graph is easy. For each node that is involved in a specific business process information 

flow, the node editing functionality as seen in Figure 5 enables the addition of a business process 

(according to a user defined process name) to the “Info Flow” edit field. Figure 8 shows an example 

of a business process information flow from the end user perspective “Expenses” front-end, to the 

application back-end “System1-backend” and data storage “Database”. 

 

 
Figure 8: Example of a business process information flow 

5 System behaviour analysis 
5.1 Gathering the information in system and dependency workshops 
 

Having derived structural information in stage 1 and process information in stage 2, the only missing 

aspect to interface an organization’s system to CS-AWARE for continuous cybersecurity monitoring 

is the definition of behaviour that day-to-day operations relating to the identified business processes, 

and how this behaviour is reflected in the monitoring points (log files) identified in steps 1 and 2. 

Moreover, the boundaries that determine normal and abnormal behaviour as recorded by various 

parameters logged within the log files, are the basis for the definition of monitoring patterns by CS-

AWARE experts. In general, there are two main pattern types relevant for CS-AWARE: (1) 

behaviour-based monitoring patterns that monitor behavioural patterns in order to detect abnormal 

and potentially malicious behaviour, and (2) indicator-based monitoring patterns that associate 

uniquely identifiable security information (vulnerability, virus, network intrusion, …) in order to 

associate context for awareness. 
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Mapping abstract behaviour to concrete and, in most cases, deep technical information found in log 

files is a more involved process than in the two previous phases - especially for workshop participants 

that do not usually think in technical terms. Experience has shown however that with careful 

preparation and by following the process laid-out in this guide, the contributions from workshop 

participants will lead to significant results with regards to identifying abnormal or suspicious system 

behaviour and to how this behaviour is reflected in log data. For this to be successful, careful 

preparation by the analysts before the workshop is required: A sample of all log files used as 

monitoring sources, as identified in stages 1 and 2, should be investigated and all the logged 

parameters within those files should be identified. Monitoring sources are of course highly dependent 

on the organizational set-up and will require individual analysis. A few generalizations can be given 

regarding the expected data on the database, the service, the network and the security appliance level, 

as illustrated in Table 2: Both databases and application services usually keep audit logs for data 

operations and authentication, which are highly relevant for behaviour monitoring. The network and 

firewall security appliance logs usually contain various aspects relating to network traffic, and are 

both relevant for behaviour and indicator-based monitoring. Antivirus and IDS/IPS security 

appliances log detected events and are usually relevant for indicator-based monitoring. Once pre-

workshop preparation is completed, the following procedure should guide participants through a 

successful workshop: 

 

1. When the workshop starts, a quick recap of the results of the first stage (system and 

dependency graph) and second stage (business processes/information flows) should be 

presented. Allow for time to capture additional input from workshop participants for 

corrections/ additions that have come to light since the previous workshop sessions. If 

necessary, repeat relevant analysis elements from stages 1 and 2. 

2. The previously identified monitoring points (log files) should be introduced. Based on the 

pre-workshop preparation, a general overview of the log file structure and the available 

parameters should be given. Together with the participants, the meaning of each parameter in 

the specific context of the organization and relevant business process should be defined in 

discussion until a consent is found. While many parameters have a clear purpose and meaning, 

there may be parameters that are context specific and require input from the organizational 

context to be fully understood. 

3. The review of the log files establishes a common understanding of the log file contents, and 

the information about system behaviour that is captured by each parameter. The next step is 

to ask workshop participants to define behaviour and/or scenarios that  

a. Are considered disruptive or malicious to the various business processes reflected in 

the data 

b. Are something that the organization (represented by the roles of managers, 

technicians, service users, …) want to be made aware of 

c. Are something that is not part of the current monitoring activities and/or something 

that cannot easily be monitored within the current set-up 

Depending on the group size, the workshop can be divided into groups, while making sure 

that different organizational perspectives are present in each group. The results of the group 

discussions should be presented to all workshop participants, discussing and substantiating 

the scenarios by input from other group members. Those scenarios that are deemed relevant 

by the consensus of the group, are to be further investigated in the next steps. Unrealistic or 

irrelevant scenarios should be discarded by consensus. This exercise may be repeated, 

shuffling the group participants, until no more relevant scenarios can be identified. 

4. Identify parameters in the log files that are able to capture behaviour of the scenarios defined 

in the previous step and how this behaviour would be reflected in the data logged by those 

parameters. For behaviour/scenarios, it is expected that the most relevant log files will be on 

the database and service level, as outlined in Table 2. 

5. For each identified behaviour reflected in one or multiple parameters, the boundaries between 

normal and abnormal behaviour are to be defined by consensus of the workshop participants. 
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For example, if a behaviour/scenario to be monitored is the access time to a specific service 

(logged by the authentication log), the normal behaviour may be expected as login during 

business hours (e.g. 9:00 to 17:00). However, the tacit knowledge of workshop participants 

may reveal there are users that work late, which would extend the normal operating hours 

(e.g. 9:00 to 20:00). Repeat above steps until all identified scenarios have been discussed and 

a consent was found for parameters that capture the specific behaviours and their boundaries 

between normal and abnormal.  

6. Especially the log sources that are mainly relevant for indicator-based monitoring (e.g. 

security appliance logs) may not be involved in any of the discussed behavioural scenarios. 

While they may not require input from the workshop participants in order to derive unique 

event identifiers that can be utilized by CS-AWARE for providing additional context, they 

should still be discussed during the workshop sessions, since participants may have additional 

tacit knowledge about the organizational context of the log sources that may help to derive 

more relevant monitoring patterns. 

 
Table 2: Potential log sources and expected parameters. 

Logical 

Level 

Log type Description 

Database Authentication log Authentication audit trail for database login. Logging 

usually includes the user identification, action (login, 

logoff) and time of the event. Relevant for 

behavioural monitoring. 

 Audit log Audit log for data operations as logged by the 

database. Logs usually contain information on the 

type of the operation (select, insert, update, delete), 

the location within the database and the user 

identification (user name, machine name, …) who 

performed the operation. Relevant for behavioural 

monitoring. 

Service Authentication log Authentication audit trail for service login. Logging 

usually includes the user identification, action (login, 

logoff) and time of the event. Relevant for 

behavioural monitoring. 

 Audit log An application audit log that logs all the data 

operations as observed by the service/ application 

server. Logs usually contain information on the type 

of the operation (select, insert, update, delete), the 

location within the database and the user 

identification (user name, machine name, …) who 

performed the operation. Relevant for behavioural 

monitoring. 

Network Network traffic log as 

observed by network 

equipment (router, switch, 

next-generation firewall, …) 

Network traffic logs, containing information about 

connections and routing of network traffic, mostly 

source and destination IP/Port entries for each 

connection. Logs can be utilized to monitor for 

unusual and suspicious traffic patterns, and for 

identifying malicious source/destination IPs. 

Relevant for both behaviour-based and indicator-

based monitoring. 

Security 

Appliance 

Firewall Firewall logs are similar to network traffic logs, but 

additionally contain information about traffic 

blocked according to specified firewall rules. Logs 
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can be utilized to monitor for unusual and suspicious 

traffic patterns, and for identifying malicious 

source/destination IPs. Relevant for both behaviour-

based and indicator-based monitoring. 

 Antivirus Antivirus logs typically contain information about 

each event detected by the antivirus software. This 

log is relevant for CS-AWARE in order to give 

additional context and awareness information. The 

goal is to derive a unique event identifier that can be 

utilized by CS-AWARE. Relevant for indicator-

based monitoring. 

 Intrusion detection/ intrusion 

prevention systems 

(IDS/IPS) 

IDS or IPS logs usually contain information about 

each event detected and handled by the IDS/ IPS 

systems. This log is relevant for CS-AWARE in 

order to give additional context and awareness 

information. The goal is to derive a unique event 

identifier that can be utilized by CS-AWARE. 

Relevant for indicator-based monitoring. 

 

5.2 Modelling the information for CS-AWARE 
 

Once log parameters and associated behavioural scenarios and boundaries, as well as unique identifier 

parameters are defined, CS-AWARE takes this information in free and unstructured form, grouped 

according to monitoring source. This information is used by CS-AWARE experts in order to derive 

custom monitoring patterns as well as self-healing policies tailored to the needs of the organization. 

Follow-up discussions during this process are expected, which may require additional input from the 

workshop participants. 

6 Conclusion and recommendations 
 

Cybersecurity is a significant and very rapidly growing concern for all, but particularly for small 

LPA’s and SME’s, many of whom do not have the financial capacity to adopt cybersecurity solutions 

currently available in the commercial marketplace. The CS-AWARE system reduces the financial 

burden on small organisations by reducing the time, effort and money that they need to spend on 

cybersecurity, while still providing significantly enhanced protection from cyber-attack and the 

consequences of such an attack.  

This guide enables smaller LPA’s and SME’s successfully to conduct their own System Dependency 

Analysis of their organisation’s critical applications, systems and networks. It provides simple steps 

which when followed, will enable an organisation to analyse its own systems and networks and enable 

it to subscribe and link to the growing CS-AWARE system and associated network of user 

organisations. In doing so, it gives give organisations enhanced cybersecurity awareness, early 

warnings of attacks, advice for avoidance and prevention of attack along with measures for self-

healing after an attack. 

Large LPA’s and large organisations, because of the enhanced complexity caused by the scale of their 

operations, are recommended to seek assistance from skilled analysts in order to conduct an SDA in 

a manner that will enable them to adopt the CS-AWARE solution. 

 

 


